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I wondered what my life would be like if we had never moved to the ho-dunk town of Spring Valley,

Illinois. Sure the internet service was splotchy, there was nothing but miles of wheat fields, and I

probably wouldnâ€™t be faced with death at every corner.My only neighbor in this god forsaken

town wasâ€¦well there really was only one to describe him, hot as hell. With his sinful dark looks,

unusually silver eyes, and kissable lips, there was something about him that was more than meets

the eye.Of course I was determined to find out.Chase Winters might be drool-worthy, but he was

also insufferable, arrogant andâ€¦in short a d-bag. Our relationship was anything but love at first

sight. Not even close. There was something weird about the family living next door.What I hadnâ€™t

expected to find was an underworld of trouble.Chase and his cousins Lexi and Travis are Divisa,

half-demon, half-human. Getting them angry was hardly in my best interest, not if I wanted to live.As

it turned out, that might be the least of my problems. Iâ€™ve been tagged by hell.Now every ugly,

nasty being from hades was on my trail. I have suddenly became a magnet for demon disaster, and

the only way I am getting out of this alive was by putting my life in the demon spawnâ€™s

hands.One wrong decision and my butt was toast.**Recommended for 16+ due to language and

sexual content**
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I truly enjoyed this book. Its about a seventeen year old girl, Angel who moves to a small town with

her mom where she befriends her not so ordinary neighbors, brother and sister Travis and Lexi and

their cousin Chase. And its almost like hate at first for Chase and Angel. She knows there is

something weird about the family, based on how people in town don't look at them and even refuse

to speak to them. Then one night Angel follows an angered Chase into the woods where he reveals

his family's secret. They are Divisa. Half demon half human. From there Angel is thrust into the

dangers of their world while she and Chase fight their feelings for eachother. And boy do they. They

can't be in the same room without fighting. I really liked that Angel is not a girly girl. She loves to

play Xbox much to Lexi's disappointment, "a girl finally moves in next door and she has more in

common with my brother". Chase is the bad boy with the bad attitude. And though he seems to

have a stick up his butt at the beginning you come to understand his reason for pushing Angel

away. Towards the end there is a bittersweet moment that definitely had me in tears. Then of course

Chase being his stubborn self in which a line is delivered by Angel, "Only he could think of arguing

with Death. Some things never change" had me smiling. I recommend this book to anyone looking

for that story where the girl falls for the bad boy with the sexy smile and dark secret. And yes I did

kind of find myself a bit weirded out as I rooted for the girl to get with the demon but hey its just a

story. Its an awesome book with strong, funny characters. It does kind of fall similar to Twilight. With

the girl following the brooding monster into the woods and demand to know what he's hiding, then

tell him she's not afraid of him but it is different. Trust me. Worth purchasing.

Rating this books was very hard I loved the characters, loved the plot, loved everything except the

proofreading. Whoever did it was bad. There were words with the wrong tense and the wrong words

in places...well right word but wrong spelling. :) Putting that aside I loved this bookAngel was

everything I could ever want in a girl. Not kick butt, a human against demons I mean come on duh.

And the author didn't try to make her so. Which made me so freaking happy. I hate when its forced.

Despite her lack of physical strength though she has the mouth to match any demon, a complete

gaming nerd (if her and Travis do not become best friend gaming buddies forever I will be so sad

lol).Lexi was the perfect best friend for Angel. Her polar opposite she was girly, and kind and well

really really girly lol. But they worked. They seemed to balance one another like night and day.



(though when peeved Lexi was bad-ass and it was amazing!)I am not sure how to describe Chase.

His arrogance knows no bounds and this is definitely one of those fall for the bad boys. Its also one

of those stories that shows the bad boy has another side. Chase is an *** no doubt about it but he is

protective and has sweet redeeming moments. I don't think there are always enough but that's just

my opinion. ;)The other characters were great and I seriously hope I get to read more about Travis

as he is a fave of mine and I feel like his story will be both sad and insightful with (this is me hopping

against all hope) a happy ending.The plot reminded me somewhat of Twilight to be honest.

Supernatural dude, new girl in town that's different from others in an indescribable way, love

ensues. However it is not like Twilight for the fact that it has more substance. They don't meet and

that's it its love. This is more like its lust and they both admit it. I cannot even truthfully say its love

by the end of book one. Their relationship is more realistic. Its complicated. They feel drawn to one

another, they have teenage hormones, but they both know the other is bad for them and tries to play

keep away. So as I said more complicated and realistic than in Twilight.All in all this is a great read.

Its my first book by J.L Weil but it wont be my last....I simply have to know what will happen next!

Saving Angel started off pretty well. You meet Angel who has moved away from Tuscan to live with

her mother after her father has been sent to jail. And then of course there is the mysterious boy who

lives next door and his friendly cousin who only wants a friend. Angel has dealt with a lot of crap

throughout her life and the fact that she lives next to spawns of evil just makes it even worse.I loved

Angel with her spunk and no crap attitude, how she didn't throw pity parties for herself or the ironic

meaning behind her name. After reading further and learning the paranormal feature behind the

series, I look back and laugh at when Angel and Chase first met. Little did she know that Chase was

a half-demon and that her "pure" name was hysterical. The best part was how she responded to his

reaction.Chase is a snarky alpha male who wants nothing to do with Angel. He pushes her away,

yet he can't keep away from her himself for "unknown" reasons. They are up and down in whether

they are friends, more than friends, or nothing at all. It really throws you through a loop. Angel and

Chase were either fighting of wanting to make out. This was really a love-hate relationship.I really

enjoyed this book and immediately bought the second book in the Divisa Series.Check out more on

my blog: http://bookcrazylady.blogspot.com
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